.... from Chapter 5, which will provide most of your guidance about mutual funds. The latter reflect that large-scale transactions (such as large purchases) which, as we know, potentially involves dark pools and ISOs, sometimes impact the market adverse to the purchase. p p Some analysts estimate this hidden cost to be as high as 3% for some funds.
General Funds Families General Funds Families
That's why I don't like high turnover funds and why I specifically don't like Target Retirement Funds! The "turnover ratio" is in the prospectus.
Why your teacher strongly favors S&P500 Index Why your teacher strongly favors S&P500 Index Funds and other conservative index funds Funds and other conservative index funds
• Extremely diversified -as goes the market, so goes your fund. y • Typically outperforms 85% to 90% of all other mutual funds.
• Extremely low fees and expense ratios -typically around 0.5% • Absolutely no churning -and therefore no interim tax li bili i (b l ) liability! Low turnover ratio (below 10%).
• Available from all reputable low-fee funds families and often available in 401-K plans.
The General Popularity of the S&P500 Index Funds The General Popularity of the S&P500 Index Funds
My favorite, where I invest for myself and others:
Expense ratio: 0.05% My advice -use index funds and rebalance yourself.
401--Ks and Mutual Funds Ks and Mutual Funds
• See the assigned reading an all types of retirement accounts -the general categories will be (after exam in 2012) • When you go to work you will be typically be given the option • When you go to work you will be typically be given the option of investing in a 401-K • Your employer will typically make part of the contribution, which is why you want to MAX it.
• You typically will be offered a limited selection of mutual funds 
